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Abstract. The porous Chalk River Unidentified Deposit (CRUD) depositions on
the fuel cladding have a great impact on the heat transfer and power distribution of
the reactor, resulting in a decrease in reactor safety and economy. In current paper,
a multi-physics model is developed to simulate thermal hydraulics and boron
hideout within the CRUD depositions. Processes including heat transfer, pressure
drop, capillary flow, solute transport, chemical reactions and radiolysis reactions
are fully coupled. The coolant flows through the capillary tubes in the porous
medium and evaporates into steam at the surface of chimneys. The solute diffuses
into the porous medium by capillary flow and maintains its chemical equilibrium.
Chemistry and thermal hydraulics are coupled by saturation temperature that varies
with solute concentrations. The newmodel can reasonably predict the distributions
of temperature, pressure, Darcy velocity and chemical concentrations. This model
shows the effect of evaporation at the chimney surface on CRUD temperature and
boric acid concentration. In addition, the results show that boron hideout is caused
by the accumulation of boric acid and the precipitation of Li2B4O7 at the bottomof
CRUD. The influence of morphology parameters such as porosity, thickness, and
chimney geometry on heat transfer and solute transport within CRUD depositions
is also evaluated.
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1 Introduction

The pressurized water reactor (PWR) core has been in a harsh environment of high
temperature, high pressure and high radioactivity. The fuel performance of PWR core
is a key factor affecting the safety and economy of the reactor. During the operation of
nuclear reactors, the steam generator heat transfer tubes, the largest heat transfer area in
the primary coolant circuit, are continuously scoured and eroded by the high-pressure
subcooled coolant, producing a large number of oxidation corrosion products. Driven
by subcooled boiling, metal ions and corrosion products in the primary coolant circuit
deposit on the surface of the fuel cladding at the upper part of the reactor core, forming
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a thin and porous scale layer, named as Chalk River Unidentified Deposit (CRUD) [1],
shown in Fig. 1.

On the one hand, the thermal resistance of the fuel rods increases and the heat transfer
deteriorates as a result of the deposition of corrosion products. On the other hand,
the loose and porous CRUD depositions can strengthen local boiling, and the boric
acid is continuously concentrated until precipitated and adsorbed by the depositions,
resulting in the uneven distribution of boron in the axial direction of the fuel rods.
Since 10B has obvious neutron absorption capacity, the boron hideout within the CRUD
depositionswill distort the axial power distribution and cause the core power shift, known
as CRUD-Induced Power Shift (CIPS) [2].

In order to evaluate the thermal hydraulics and solute transport within CRUD depo-
sitions, many previous studies [3–11] have developed a series of methods to simulate the
heat andmass transfer inCRUDunder PWRoperating conditions, such asBoron-induced
Offset Anomaly (BOA) [12] developed by EPRI and MAMBA-3D [13] developed by
CASL. However, there are still relatively few studies on the impact of chimney boiling
and morphology structure in CRUD.

In this paper, a thermal hydraulics and solute transport model is developed to realize
the coupling of heat transfer, pressure drop, capillary flow, solute transport, chemi-
cal reactions and radiolysis reactions within the CRUD depositions. The influence of
the evaporation at the chimneys surface on thermal hydraulics and solute transport is
obtained. Additionally, the impact of CRUD morphology parameters such as porosity,
thickness, chimney radius and chimney diameter is evaluated.

Fig. 1. The formation mechanism and microstructure schematic diagram of CRUD depositions

2 Model

The heat transfer, capillary flow, pressure drop, chemical reactions and radiolysis reac-
tions within the CRUD depositions are tightly coupled. The coolant enters the capillary
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tubes under the action of capillary force, evaporates into steam at the surface of the chim-
neys and escapes through the chimneys into the bulk coolant [7]. In this process, the
solutes are concentrated and maintain the chemical equilibrium between other solutes,
such as H3BO3, Li+ and B(OH)4−. Boiling on the chimney surface enhances the concen-
tration of solute, and the continuously concentrated solute in turn affects the saturation
temperature of the coolant and chemical equilibrium between solutes within the CRUD
depositions. In order to establish the multi-physics coupling model, a chimney and its
surrounding porous structure (also called shell) are selected for research. The coordinates
and boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of coordinates and boundary conditions

2.1 Thermal Model

The coolant flows through the capillary tubes in the porous medium and evaporates into
steam at the surface of chimneys. Based on the energy conservation, the governing equa-
tion of heat transfer within the CRUDdepositions is derived as Eq. (1). Equations (2)–(5)
represent the entrance of heat from cladding, its removal through the coolant interface,
its removal through the chimney surface and its conduction on the symmetric plane,
respectively.
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where T is temperature; kCRUD is the heat conductivity of the CRUD depositions; Qclad

is heat flux from the cladding surface; d is the CRUD thickness; hc is conductive heat
transfer coefficient at the CRUD and coolant interface, which usually takes the typical
value 12000W/(m×K) [9]; Tf is the bulk coolant temperature; rc is chimney radius; he
is conductive heat transfer coefficient at the chimney surface, which can be calculated as
Eq. (6) suggested by Pan [8] et al.; Tsat is the saturation temperature, which is a function
of solute concentration, and is usually described by the activity of water, aw, which is
also a function of solute concentration, shown as Eqs. (7)–(8) [14, 15]; rR is the distance
from the chimney center to the porous shell center (symmetric boundary), and it should
be noted that the value is determined by the chimney density.

he =
(

2E

2 − E

)(
MH2O

2πR

)1/ 2 h2fg
T 3/ 2

(

Vg − Vl
) (6)

where E is the evaporation coefficient; MH2O is the molecular weight of H2O; R is the
gas constant; hfg is the vaporization enthalpy; Vg and Vl are the molecular volume of
steam and water.

aw = mw

mw + ∑
mc

(7)

Tsat = 618.09 + 199.01(1 − aw) − 952.74(1 − aw)2

+26013.91(1 − aw)3 − 262916.0(1 − aw)4

+997166.1(1 − aw)5

(8)

where mw is the mass molar concentration of water, equal to 55.509 mol/kg; mc is the
molar concentration of boric acid and other solutes.

2.2 Capillary Flow Model

The capillary flow with low fluid velocity within the porous CRUD depositions follows
Darcy’s low. The governing equation and boundary conditions are shown as Eqs. (9)–
(13).
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where P is pressure; ε is the porosity; ρw is the water density; κ is the permeability;
μw is the water kinetic viscosity changing with temperature as Eq. (14) [16]; Pf is the
pressure of bulk coolant.

μw = 25.3

−8.58 × 104 + 91 · T + T 2 (14)

In Darcy’s law, the capillary flow velocity in the porous CRUD depositions is
proportional to the pressure gradient as Eq. (15).

ul = − κ

μw
∇P (15)

where ul, a vector with r and z directions, is the Darcy velocity of water within the CRUD
depositions.

2.3 Solute Transport and Reaction Model

The governing equation of solute transport considers solute diffusion, convection, chem-
ical reaction and radiolysis reaction, shown as Eq. (16). Due to the rapidity of reaction,
solute transport and reaction within the CRUD depositions maintain in the quasi-steady
state, so each itemon the r.h.s ofEq. (16) canbe considered zero.Theboundary conditions
are as Eqs. (17)–(20).
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where C is concentration; i represents the number of the solute; t is time; RC is the
concentration changed by chemical reactions; RR is the concentration changed by radi-
olysis reactions; J is molar flux calculated as Eq. (21); D is diffusion coefficient, which
is modified according to fractal theory as Eq. (22) [6].

J = −D∇C − DC
zD∇φ

RT
+ ulC (21)
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D = ε

τ
Dw (22)

where z is the solute’s charge number; φ is the potential; τ is the tortuosity, which is a
function of porosity as Eq. (23) [17];Dw is the diffusion coefficient in pure water, and for
boric acid, the value is 1.07× 10–9 m2/s in 298.15 Kwater, and at other temperatures the
diffusion coefficient of boric acid satisfies the Stokes-Einstein relation [18] as Eq. (24).
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(24)

The chemical reactions within the CRUD depositions considered include ionization
ofwater, interactions of boric acid andwater, andprecipitation of boron. For a generalized
chemical reaction as Eq. (25), the concentration changed by chemical reactions can be
described as Eq. (26).

aA + bB ↔ cC + dD (25)

RC = −kf C
a
AC

b
B + krC

c
CC

d
D (26)

where uppercase letters represent participants in the chemical reaction and lowercase
letters represent stoichiometric coefficients; kf and kr are forward and reverse reaction
rate constants.

At equilibrium or quasi-steady state, RC = 0, so the ratio of the forward and
reverse reaction rate constant is given by Eq. (27). The thermodynamic equilibrium
expression[19] for the reaction is given by Eq. (28).
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where K, the thermodynamic equilibrium expression, is a function of temperature cor-
responding to each chemical reaction; m is mass molar concentration; γ is the solute’s
activity coefficient; ζ is the correction of volume considering the solute volume.

The chemical reactions within the CRUD depositions considered in this paper
include:

H2O ↔ H+ + OH−

H3BO3 + OH− ↔ B(OH )−4
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2H3BO3 + OH− ↔ B2(OH )−7

3H3BO3 + OH− ↔ B3(OH )−10

LiBO2(s) + H2O + H+ ↔ Li+ + H3BO3

Li2B4O7(s) + 5H2O + 2H+ ↔ 2Li+ + 4H3BO3

The alpha dose within the CRUD depositions is raised by the concentrating boron
via 10B(n,α)7Li reaction. The solute concentration changed by radiolysis reactions can
be considered as production RR1, consumption and reproduction RR2 two parts, which
can be calculated by Eqs. (29) and (30) [20], respectively.

RR1 =
(
Gα�α + Gα�α + Gα�α

100NA

)

f ρw (29)

RR2 =
∑ ∑

kABCACB − CC

∑

kDCD (30)

RR = RR1 + RR2 (31)

where G is the number of molecules produced from the irradiation of 100 eV into a
solution; Γ is dose rate; NA is Avogadro’s constant; f is a conversion factor from rad/sec
to eV/(kg × sec); k is radiolysis reaction rate constant defined by Arrhenius law.

The radiolysis reactions within the CRUD depositions considered in this paper
include:

H2 + OH ↔ H + H2O

H + H2O2 ↔ OH + H2O

2.4 Numerical Approach and Coupling Scheme

The finite volume method is used to discrete in the two-dimensional cylindrical coordi-
nates. The maximum relative error of temperature, pressure and solute concentration is
used as the convergence condition, and the allowable maximum relative error is less than
10–7. The thermal model, capillary flow model and solute transport and reaction model
affect each other, and feedback each other in the coupling calculation process until the
final calculation results converge. The whole calculation process is shown in Fig. 3.

The thermal model obtains temperature distribution and updates physical properties
for capillary flowmodel and solute transport and reactionmodel. The pressure andDarcy
velocity calculated by capillary flow model are used to determine the velocity of solute
transport. The concentrations obtained by the solute diffusion and chemical reaction
module update the saturation temperature, which has a significant influence on physical
properties and then affects the temperature and pressure distribution.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of the simulation process of CRUD heat and mass transfer

3 Results

In order to evaluate the thermal hydraulics and solute transport within the CRUD depo-
sitions, typical PWR thermal and hydrochemical conditions are selected for the analysis.
Also the CRUD geometric parameters are chosen to evaluate the influence of CRUD
morphology on the thermal hydraulics and solute transport. The overall input parameters
are listed in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows the calculation results for the distributions of temperature, pressure,
Darcy velocity, boric acid concentration, lithium concentration and pHwithin the CRUD
depositions. The temperature reaches the maximum value of 642.42 K at the interface
between the cladding and the symmetry plane. The maximum temperature difference
is 26.53 K. The maximum subcooled boiling heat flux occurs at the interface between
the cladding and the chimney, reaching 0.455 MW/m2. At the same time, this region is
also the position where the maximum pressure drop occurs reaching 2.8 kPa, making
the capillary flow velocity of 0.78 mm/s in the R direction. The heat taken away by
subcooled boiling at the chimney surface accounts for 61% of the total heat transfer
through the CRUD depositions.
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Table 1. Overall input parameters and analysis variables

Parameters Units Values Variable quantity

System pressure MPa 15.5 −
Coolant temperature K 600 −
Heat flux MW/m2 1.50 −
Boric acid concentration ppm 1200 −
Lithium concentration ppm 2 −
Hydrogen concentration cc(STP)/kg 25.3 −
Gamma dose rate Mrad/h 1200 −
Neutron dose rate Mrad/h 2400 −
Neutron flux #/(cm2 × s) 3.6 × 1014 −
CRUD porosity − 0.8 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8

CRUD thickness μm 60 20, 40, 60, 80

CRUD chimney radius μm 2.5 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0

CRUD chimney density × 103/mm2 3 1, 2, 3, 4

Boric acid concentration and lithium concentration are closely related to capillary
flow within the CRUD depositions, which are affected by subcooled boiling at the chim-
ney surface. The solutes reach the area near the chimney under the action of capillary
flow. Since most of the solutes do not evaporate like water but get concentrated, so the
concentrations in the area near the chimney are usually higher. At the interface between
the cladding and the chimney, the boric acid concentration and lithium concentration
reach the maximum values of 0.60 mol/L and 1.5 mmol/L, respectively. Although theo-
retically for chemical reactions, the more boric acid, the more reaction with OH-, due to
the chemical equilibrium by temperature and other chemical reactions, even though the
trend is roughly the same, the concentration ratio is different. Comparedwith the concen-
tration in the bulk coolant, the maximum concentration ratios of B(OH)4−, B2(OH)7−,
B3(OH)10− are 4.04, 32.06 and 248.26, respectively. After H+ enters the CRUD deposi-
tions with the coolant, its concentration decreases, because OH− concentration increases
accordingly tomaintain the chemical equilibrium of boric acid and other boron elements.
In the area near the interface between the chimney and the cladding, H+ concentration
increases because the reaction of boron precipitation produces H+. As for boron precip-
itation, it is found that Li2B4O7 always reaches the required concentration condition for
precipitation before LiBO2, so it is considered that boron is more inclined to precipitate
in the form of Li2B4O7.
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Fig. 4. The distributions of (a)temperature [K], (b)pressure [Pa], (c)Darcy velocity [m/s], (d)boric
acid concentration [mol/L], (e)lithium concentration [mol/L], (f)pH within the CRUD depositions
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4 Discussion

4.1 Influence of CRUD Porosity

Figure 5 plots the axial temperature difference, SNB heat removal ratio and boron mass
through the CRUD depositions according to the CRUD porosity. Because the thermal
conductivity of water is smaller than that of metal oxides constituting the CRUD porous
structure, the higher the porosity is, the lower the CRUD thermal conductivity is, and the
larger the temperature difference is. SNB heat removal ratio is approximately linear with
the porosity, but the increase is not large. The diffusion coefficient corrected by fractal
theory increase with the increase of the porosity. Because the capillary flow velocity is
small and has little change, solutes with larger diffusion coefficients only need a smaller
diffusion gradient to establish a balance with the convection. Therefore, the higher the
porosity, the lower the solute concentration. But considering the volume fraction of
coolant in the porous depositions, boron mass increases with the increase of porosity.
The boron mass per unit area of CRUD is obtained by multiplying the boron mass of a
chimney-centered calculation area by the chimney density.

Fig. 5. (a) Axial temperature difference at the chimney surface, (b) SNB surface heat removal
ratio, (c) boron mass per square meter CRUD along with the CRUD porosity
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4.2 Influence of CRUD Thickness

Fig. 6. Boron hideout and SNB heat removal ratio along with the CRUD thickness

Figure 6 shows the boron hideout and SNB heat removal ratio within the CRUD
depositions according to the CRUD thickness. With the increase of CRUD thickness,
boron is also accumulated and the mass increases. Li2B4O7 has been precipitated a lot
when the CRUD thickness reaches 40 μm, which is quite different from the charac-
teristics reported by EPRI [2] that precipitation LiBO2 begins to precipitate between
35–42 μm CRUD thickness. This also indicates that Li2B4O7 reaches the precipitation
condition earlier than LiBO2. After the beginning of boron precipitation, the increasing
trend of soluble boron mass slows down, and more boron is precipitated in the form of
precipitation Li2B4O7. At the same time, SNB heat removal ratio increases slightly after
the thickness reaches 40 μm.

4.3 Influence of CRUD Chimney Radius

Figure 7 plots the axial temperature difference, pressure drop maximum and boric acid
concentrationmaximum through theCRUDdepositions according to theCRUDchimney
radius. For a certain chimney density, the increase of chimney radius means the decrease
of the shell area and the increase of the phase change area at the surface of the chimney.
Therefore, with the increase of the chimney radius, more subcooled boiling occurs at the
surface of the chimney, and less heat is removed by heat conduction, leading to smaller
temperature difference and greater pressure drop. But larger chimney radius also means
that the solutes are easier to reach the surface of the chimney and more difficult to
diffuse to the interface between the cladding and the CRUD, and the maximum boric
acid concentration decreases accordingly.
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Fig. 7. (a) Axial temperature difference at the chimney surface, (b) pressure drop maximum, (c)
boric acid concentration maximum along with the CRUD chimney radius

4.4 Influence of CRUD Chimney Density

Figure 8 plots the axial temperature difference, pressure drop maximum and boric acid
concentrationmaximum through theCRUDdepositions according to theCRUDchimney
density. Similar to the effect of increasing the chimney radius, the increased chimney
density also squeezes the area share of the CRUD porous shell and reduces the radial
length (the distance from the chimney surface to the symmetric plane). Therefore, with
the increase of chimney density, the temperature difference decreases, the pressure drop
increases, and the maximum concentration of boric acid decreases.
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Fig. 8. (a) Axial temperature difference at the chimney surface, (b) pressure drop maximum, (c)
boric acid concentration maximum along with the CRUD chimney density

5 Conclusion

The multi-physics coupling model is developed to predict the thermal hydraulics and
solute transport within the porous CRUD depositions. Processes including heat transfer,
pressure drop, capillary flow, solute transport, chemical reactions and radiolysis reactions
are fully coupled. This model reasonably predicts the distributions of the temperature,
pressure, Darcy velocity and solute concentrations within the CRUD depositions. The
subcooled boiling at the surface of the chimney has an important influence on the thermal
hydraulics and solute transport within the CRUD depositions. Temperature, pressure,
SNB heat removal ratio, solute concentrations and boron mass are evaluated under
different CRUD morphology parameters. With the increase of thickness, more boron
exists in the form of precipitated Li2B4O7. The porosity, chimney radius and chimney
density have positive correlations with subcooled boiling and negative correlation with
boron concentration. The thermal hydraulics and solute transport analysis by this model
can provide technical support for the prediction of the CIPS phenomenon.
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